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PresentationPresentationPresentationPresentation    

    

    

With know-how systems development, intellectual property and consulting the public, 4 4 4 4 

ALLALLALLALL        FASTER COMMUNICATION INCFASTER COMMUNICATION INCFASTER COMMUNICATION INCFASTER COMMUNICATION INC    tariff its actions in identifying strategies conduct 

customer growth and success. 
 

Generating creative solutions and effective since 1999, 4 ALL4 ALL4 ALL4 ALL        FASTERCOMMUNICATION FASTERCOMMUNICATION FASTERCOMMUNICATION FASTERCOMMUNICATION 

INCINCINCINC    account with a team of    highly qualified, taking into their curricula securities masters, 

doctors, PhDs, MBA in Electronic Government, and experts in several areas. 

 

Competitive in technological innovation as generating solutions we are constantly in 

search results for providing our clients, agility and satisfaction guarantee.
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                                    Where we operateWhere we operateWhere we operateWhere we operate    

    

                

          Education 

We have a team for training a new generation of educators, we offer courses. training and   

monitoring for successful educator. 

We have own department, with doctors, teachers, physicists, with great training and 

didactic education for specialized and unique educational establishment, providing safety 

and confidentiality to our clients. Along the training for Education and intellectual, not only 

conduct the training, but we offer any advice on Educational Consulting to our clients. 

 

          Systems development 

We have a unique Department for the development of programs and computer systems. We 

employ, and we support in several areas, generating all documentation development and 

methodology and offering technical training project teams. With experience in 

telecommunications, builders and network platforms, high and low, experience with access 

methods and knowledge of several languages, we are prepared to find the best solution for 

each situation. 

 

 Advice in public area municipal, state and federal 

Strategic planning, plans for municipal management, public budgets, Tiling’s, etc. 
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           We have technical expertise, master’s doctors, specialists in these areas and partners more. 

Partner companies, in the area of planning, courses, lectures. Also as in the area of 

deployments and end deployments for example maintenances and monitoring. 
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                                    Why do the strategic planning?Why do the strategic planning?Why do the strategic planning?Why do the strategic planning?    

 

 

Brazil in the long history of its experienced a complex process of reform in its 

administrative structure, governed in accordance with the principles of the governments 

installed. The Brazilian municipalities have the same paths of the country, and now the 

mercy of a policy more centralizing, now gaining a little more autonomy with the local 

issues. The Federal Constitution of 1988 consolidated municipal autonomy and established 

so rigid the powers of loved Federated, increasing significantly the powers of Brazilian 

municipalities. 

 

The current time municipal presents some realities to consider. The first the need to 

establish a new paradigm public management, Modernizing the machine state, through the 

alignment of IT resources and training of servers, With looking to the organizational 

effectiveness of the State. 

           

          A second comment linked to this new idea management refers to the recovery of cities as a 

pole of development and extraction of positive experiences. 

 

Hence the strategic planning to assist the Manager urban, aiming at the integration of 

synergic municipal actions with the various stakeholders involved in the process, in 

particular the strategies set out by the public. 

 

However, to legitimize the strategic planning municipal, their actions are not authorized by 

the legal system, become the inapplicable project merely illegality. 

 

The strategic planning municipal tool is very important for the urban Manager, which 

enables the machine state make more efficient, taking advantage of technology for 

managing information technology management in public and private management of these 
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instruments conciliation with the participation of various stakeholders. The challenge of 

urban Manager is Municipal align the strategic planning to new social realities and 

technological, with the legal competence Municipal, tireless in search of good governance. 

  
 

 

 
 

                                        THE SOLUTION 4ALL THE SOLUTION 4ALL THE SOLUTION 4ALL THE SOLUTION 4ALL FASTERFASTERFASTERFASTER    

    

    

For the strategic planning is successful in their municipality 4 ALL FASTER provides a 

team of technical merging techniques of situational with modern methodology monitoring 

balanced score cards, to: 

 

- Assess the current situation of District and vision of the ruler 

- Assist in defining the way to be followed for the municipal development 

- Verify the legality of actions and assist in drafting proposals content presented in the 

Chamber of Councilors, if necessary 

- Develop the strategic planning 

- Define indicators and targets 

- Generate relevant information to assist the Executive in decision-making and strategic 

redirection, if necessary 

- Transfer technology to monitor and evaluate execution 

 

These actions are performed together with technical mileage to that technology transfer 

and managers have to perform changes or new Planning, new independent consulting 

 

          Learn about solutions 4ALL 4ALL 4ALL 4ALL FASTERFASTERFASTERFASTER, , , , visit the website www.4all.com.br 
 


